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MZ ELECTRONIC EVOLUTION hand-held controller with chain metre counter LCD

It controls any windlass or gangway. Fully watertight. 
Fitted withwatertight deck plug. 
It displays the following data: metres of chain hauled in or paid out; chain speed; supply voltage; 
motor current draw (amp); alarm to signal anchor being hauled in: windlass working hours.

 Hand-held controllers | Controllers | Windlasses Code  mm Version volt
02.350.00 142x52x24 universal 12/24

02.355.00 Magnetic sensor to be ordered separately when needed.

 

MZ ELECTRONIC hand-held controller with chain counter, universal version

This new controller puts all the functions of the latest graphic metre counters into a convenient remote
control. It comes with a cable to be connected to any cigarette lighter socket when batteries are down.

Main features to be configured via the user interface: 
- 5 language display; - Controller battery charge indicator; - rechargeable controller; - alarm function;
- automatic chain pay-out function; - supply voltage ; - chain pay-out speed ; - adjustable backlit
display; - universal power supply (12V/24V).

 Controllers | Windlasses | Solenoids | Chain Code Description
02.368.00 Universal chain metre radio remote controller

02.355.00 Magnetic sensor to be ordered separately when needed.

 

E 02.366.01 - 
02.366.00

MZ ELECTRONIC wireless controller
The kit includes a controller and a central unit (pre-combined) and can support up to 8 different
controls (sold separately). Both the 3- and 5-button models can be easily retrofitted to existing
windlasses and bow thrusters. Fitted with a replaceable battery, they floating and watertight up to 1
metre deep (IP67). 40-m average range. 
Version A) - It allows wireless remote operation (up/down) of any solenoid-operated windlass; 
- it includes a controller and a receiver. 
Version B) - it allows wireless operation of any bow thruster (port and starboard thrust) and of any
solenoid-operated windlass (up/down). It includes a controller and a central unit for windlasses and
bow thrusters.

 Windlasses | LEWMAR | Hand-held controllers | Code Description Version Spare radio 
remote control

02.366.00 Kit for windlass with 3-button controller and central unit A 02.366.10

02.366.01 Kit for windlass and boat thruster 
with 5-button controller and central unit B 02.366.11

 

MZ ELECTRONIC Kompass-8 radio controller (transmitter + receiver)

It control up to 8 transmission channels and operates 2 windlasses and 2 thrusters. 
The shortcut key activates the 2 thrusters at a time.
IP67 floating push-button panel.

Code Description Frequency  mm
02.364.00 8-channel controller 868 Mhz / 913 Mhz 60x30x145 (h)

 

MZ ELECTRONIC recess-fit chain counter
It can be retrofitted to any existing chain haul-in/pay-out control.

 Windlasses | Hand-held controllers | Controllers | Solenoids | Chain counters Windlass accessoriesCode Ø mm Max size m Version V
02.361.00 52 99.9 Universal 12/24

Magnetic sensor to be ordered separately.

 

LEWMAR chain counter with alarm
The docking alarm sounds when the anchor is close to docking. 
It works with rope/chain or all-chain rode. Plug and Play cables. It installs up to 2 units. 
It includes: 1 10x8-mm magnet and motor sensor for rope/chain installations.

 Chain countersCode outer Ø mm V
02.357.04 60 12/24
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